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ABSTRACT: Developing a feasible and efficient adsorption
material for the large area of an oil leak is still challenging due to
the critical limitation of complex production process and expensive
cost. In this work, the tridimensional interconnected porous high-
density polyethylene bundles based on the immiscible polymer
blend principle were successfully fabricated via melt extrusion and
water leaching method. However, due to the hydrophilicity of
polyethylene, the porous bundles featured modest hydrophobicity
with a water contact angle about 97° ± 2.8° and low efficiency of oil
recovery. To achieve good hydrophobicity, we present a skin-peeling
route for forming an enhanced hydrophobic surface. After skin-
peeling, due to the existence of villus-like fiber structure, the bundle
surfaces showed excellent hydrophobicity with a water contact angle of 139° ± 4.8°, as well as the strong lipophilicity and
pumping oil-recovery ability, endowing the materials with potential applications in continuous oil−water separation. This work
proposes not only an efficient and green way to fabricate porous polyethylene bundles with enhanced hydrophobicity and
pumping oil-recovery ability but also a new opportunity for potential commercial applications.
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■ INTRODUCTION

With continuous development of the offshore oil exploitation
and oil transportation, oil spills have occurred too many times in
this world, which has become an urgent global environmental
issue. So far, various approaches have been developed including
combustion, sorbents, skimmers, bioremediation, chemical
dispersion, and filtration.1−4 However, the mentioned methods
suffer from either low separation efficiency, secondary
contamination or discontinuous separation. Considering this,
many efforts have been devoted to develop advanced porous
materials (monoliths) by creating micro/nano structures on
their surface via improve surface roughness,5−7 which usually
possess contrasting wettability toward water and oil, and
therefore endow selective oil/water adsorption.
Polyolefin, a class of important commodity plastic, has a

considerable commercial importance due to its good compre-
hensive properties, such as low cost, good processability, high
ductility and impact strength.8−10 Therefore, many researches
focus to develop polyolefin based new materials with desired
performance in view of its commercial importance.11−15 For

example, some simple and inexpensive methods for forming a
superhydrophobic surface based on polypropylene and poly-
ethylene have been proposed.13−15 However, most of these
promising materials still have some limitations for could not be
combined with present commercial techniques such as the
manufacturing of polyolefin fiber by extrusion.
Up to now, many attempts to mimic lotus leaf have achieved

great progress; however, a simple and economical procedure still
remains to be found. Polymer extrusion, which is producedmore
than 40% of plastic products, is one of the basic methods in
polymer processing due to its simple operation and continuous
production with automatization capacity.15−17 Lotus leaf surface
possesses superhydrophobic because of its villi structure. If we
can make the materials with villi structure via extrusion method
similar to the lotus leaf surface, the porous polyolefin bundles
with hierarchical structure and superhydrophobicity would be
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obtained in large scale. Based on this idea, the tridimensional
interconnected porous high-density polyethylene (HDPE)

bundles were fabricated via melt extrusion and leaching method.
We have attempted to create villi structure on the porous HDPE

Scheme 1. Illustration for the Fabrication of Peeled Porous HDPE Bundles (P3Bs) and Their Application

Figure 1. Contact angle of (a−c) water and (d−f) cyclohexane droplets on the (a, d) P1Bs, (b, e) P2Bs and (c, f) P3Bs as well as (g, i) plan views and
(h, j) 3D views of surface images of (g, h) P2Bs and (i, j) P3Bs.
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bundle surface by employing skin-peeling, and then compared
the two kinds of porous HDPE bundles and determined the
peeled bundle that exhibits enhanced hydrophobicity and
lipophilicity.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of Peeled Porous HDPE Bundles. The fabrication

of the peeled porous HDPE bundles (P3Bs) is illustrated in Scheme 1.
The HDPE/poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) (50/50 wt %) blend was melt
mixed via a mini twin-screw extruder (SJZS-10A, Wuhan Ruiming
Plastic andMechanical Co., Ltd.) with a screw rotation speed of 10 rpm
at 150 °C. To create villi structure on the surface of HDPE bundles, a
temperature gradient method was introduced. Therefore, the obtained
HDPE/PEO extrudates have a skin-core structure,18 which is like the
skin-core structure of injection-molded parts.19−21 The HDPE/PEO
extrudates were extracted in deionized water and ultrasonic cleaned by
an ultrasonic cleaner for 8 h at room temperature and the deionized
water was changed every 30 min. After extraction, the specimens were
first frozen in a refrigerator for 12 h at −17 °C, and then freeze-dried at
−70 °C for 48 h. The obtained porous HDPE (P2Bs) can be easily skin-
peeled by tweezers (Figure S1), and therefore the P3Bs with villus-like
structure were fabricated. For comparison, pure HDPE (P1Bs) was also
prepared under the same processing conditions.
Characterization.Water and oil contact angle (CA)measurements

were implemented on a contact angle goniometer (SL200 KS, KINO,
USA). The averaged CA was obtained from at least five measurements.
The surface morphology was characterized by using a LEICA DVM6
optical microscopy instrument. Specimens with lengths of 30 and 10
mm were used for oil-absorption measurements and pumping
collection, respectively. Saturated adsorption capacity was defined as
percentage of grams of oil or organic solvent adsorbed per gram of
sample (g/g × 100) and calculated by the following equation:

m m
m

(%)
( )

100e o

o
α =

−
×

(1)

where mo and me are the absorb materials weights before and after
absorption test, respectively. In order to explore the variation of the
porosity of P2Bs before and after peeling, ethanol saturation method
was used. The calculated porosity increased from 43% for P2Bs to 52%

for P3Bs, indicating the porosity of the samples increases after peeling
treatment.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Contact Angle and SurfaceMorphology. Figure 1 shows
the contact angle and surface morphology of P2Bs and P3Bs. As
shown in Figure 1a−c, water drop with a CA of 66 ± 2.5°, 97 ±
2.8° and 139 ± 4.8° on the surface of P1Bs, P2Bs and P3Bs was
obtained, respectively, indicating an enhanced hydrophobicity.
The P1Bs surface with an oil CA of 14± 1° (Figure 1d), whereas
the P2Bs (Figure 1e) and P3Bs (Figure 1f) with an oil CA of 0°.
Apparently, the contact area (spreading area) of P2Bs is larger
than the P3Bs. Herein, one may say that the wettability of P2Bs
is better than P3Bs. However, the roughness of P3Bs is larger
than P2Bs, so P3Bs should be more lipophilic. Due to some villi
distributed vertically along the surface, it will block the oil to
spread and absorbed fast into the bundle. Therefore, the oil
wettability of P3Bs is better than that of P2Bs. The described
results indicate that the P3Bs possess excellent hydrophobicity
and lipophilicity.
The existence of interconnected microchannels in P2Bs

increases surface roughness (Figure S2), and surface roughness
contributes significantly to enhancing liquid repellence.13 The
surface of P2Bs is relatively smooth with a height difference of
15.4 μm (Figure 1h). After peeling, the special villus-like
structure that has orientation under external force was formed
and the P3Bs with topographic surface was obtained (Figure 1i).
The height difference of P3Bs is augmented to 719.3 μm (Figure
1j). According to the Wenzel and Cassie−Baxter model, the
introduction of an appropriate multiscale roughness could
improve the hydrophobicity. Therefore, the water CA of the
P3Bs surface is larger than that of P2Bs.
Both P2Bs and P3Bs showed higher surface hydrophobicity

than the P1Bs. This can be explained by Cassie’s composite
contact theory. According to the classical theories, the apparent
CA, θ, can be given as the functions of the geometric parameters
of the microstructures on the surface:

Figure 2.Oil/water separation capacity: Removal process of (a, b) cyclohexane on water and (c, d) chloroform underwater for (a, c) P2Bs and (b, d)
P3Bs. Comparisons: (e) absorption height H and (f) oil-absorption quality Q of P2Bs and P3Bs as functions of time between the theoretical and
experimental results. (g) Mass absorption capacities α of the P2Bs and P3Bs for various organic solvents and oils.
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f fcos cos 10θ θ= + − (2)

where θ0 is the intrinsic CA of the smoothHDPE surface, and f is
the surface fraction, which is defined as the ratio of the solid−
liquid contact area to the apparent droplet contact area on the
solid surface. The f values were estimated as 0.69 and 0.18 for
P2Bs and P3Bs, respectively (Figure 1). Considering θ0 = 66°, so
the calculated CAs in Cassie wetting state were 92° and 137°,
respectively, which is in good agreement with the corresponding
experimental results of 97 ± 2.8° and 139 ± 4.8°.
Oil−Water Separation and Modeling of Oil Adsorp-

tion. Due to hydrophobicity and superlipophilicity, P3Bs have
great potential for oil/water separation. The separation
processes for insoluble oil from oil/water mixture are shown
in Figure 2. The cyclohexane and chloroform were immediately
taken up when the porous bundles got closed to it. The
completely adsorbed cyclohexane and chloroform time of P3Bs
are 13 s (Figure 2b and Movie S3) and 27 s (Figure 2d and
Movie S4), respectively. In contrast, for P2Bs, they are
respectively 18 s (Figure 2a and Movie S1) and 46 s (Figure
2c and Movie S2).
Figure 2e,f displays the weight gain of oil and the absorption

height as a function of time. Overall, the adsorption quality
increased as time for both porous bundles, and P3Bs have faster
oil absorption rate compared with P2Bs, but the oil absorption
height has made little change. Nevertheless, the adsorption
quality of P3Bs is 3 times heavier than P2Bs, and the absorption
height of P3Bs reaches 20 mm whereas that of P2Bs is only 4
mm. These results imply that the P3Bs has a better oil
absorption efficiency than P2Bs.
The absorption of the oil in the fiber is driven by the capillary

force, i.e., 2σcos θ/requ, denoting σ and requ the oil−air surface
tension and the equivalent radius of the pores in the fiber,

respectively. The drag forcemainly comes from the viscous force
during the transport of the oil liquid,22 i.e., εμhU/K, where ε and
K are thematerial porosity and the permeability the fiber. μ is the
viscosity of the oil.H andU are the height of the front edge of the
oil and its corresponding velocity, which indicates U = dH/dt,
denoting t the time. Since the rise height of the oil is obviously
larger than the capillary length (see Figure 2e), we consider the
influence resulting from the gravity. Based on the above analyses,
the force balance of the oil/water separation behavior could be
quantitatively constructed, i.e., the Lucas−Washburn equa-
tion:23

r K
H

H
t

gH
2 cos d

d
0

equ

σ θ εμ ρ= +
(3)

in which ρ and g are the density of the oil and the acceleration of
gravity, respectively. Taking into consideration the boundary
condition, i.e., H|t=0 = 0, we get the analytical solution of eq 3

i
k
jjj

y
{
zzzt

H
b

a
b

bH
a

ln 12= − − −
(4)

denoting a = (K/εμ)(2σcos θ/requ) and b = ρg(K/εμ) as two
coefficients. By employing the method of least-squares, we can
determine the values of a and b. As can be seen in Figure 2e,H(t)
can be successfully described by eq 4 values were determined to
be 1.83 × 10−5 and 9.0 × 10−4 m/s, respectively, for P2Bs,
whereas a = 1.0 × 10−5 and b = 2.17 × 10−4 m/s for P3Bs.
Moreover, it is supposed that the absorbed oil is uniformly
distributed in the fiber, then the oil absorption quality could be
estimated as follows:

Q t R H t( ) ( )2π ερ= (5)

Figure 3. Photographs of continuous pumping collection of cyclohexane from water used P2Bs (a−c) and P3Bs (d−f). Cyclohexane and water were
respectively dyed with Sudan III and methylene blue for clear observation.
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in which R is the radius of the fiber, and the rise height H(t) is
obtained using the aforementioned eq 4. Comparisons between
the experimental and theoretical results are shown in Figure 2f,
which indicates that our theoretical analyses are consistent with
the experimental measurements. Herein, πR2ερ were deter-
mined to be 6.5 × 10−3 and 1.1 × 10−2 kg/m, respectively, for
P2Bs and P3Bs.
Figure 2g shows the saturated adsorption capacities of P2Bs

and P3Bs for different oils and organic solvents. With regard to
each kind of oil or organic solvent, the saturated adsorption
capacity of P3Bs is larger than that of P2Bs. It means that P3Bs
has the better saturated adsorption capacity due to its higher
porosity. Moreover, all α values of P3Bs are more than 102% and
the maximum value is 297% for silicone oil, which are related to
liquid density and viscosity.
Continuous Oil−Water Separation Capability. Figure 3

shows the oil spill was pumped out to the collecting vessel. After
pumping, the oil with water was in the collecting vessel for P2Bs
(Figure 3c), which reveals that the low oil/water separation
efficiency. In contrast, for P3Bs, cyclohexane was collected
completely from the water surface after 15 s, and no water was
observed in the collection vessel (Figure 3f and Move S5). Such
self-controlled behavior means that a small piece of P3Bs can
collect a large area of floating oil easily and quickly. This result
demonstrates P3Bs is a promising material for continuous oil−
water separation.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, porous HDPE with excellent hydrophobicity and
high absorption capacity was developed by an easy peeling
method. The results demonstrate that peelingHDPEwith villus-
like structure on the surface can selectively collect oils and
organic solvents from water. In addition, peeling HDPE can
achieve continuous oil−water separation, thus breaking the
limitation of the absorption capacity of sorption materials. Due
to the continuous and solvent-free preparation, good
commercial availability of raw materials, great potential for
practical application, peeling HDPE reported might be a
promising candidate to clean up oil spills and chemicals leaks.
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